
Wholesale Aluminium Baking Food Serving Tray
Cookies Baking Sheet Tray for Oven

Custom: custom design and manufacturing is available in Tsingbuy
perforated baking tray supplier
MOQ: 100pcs low MOQ is available
Leadtime: fast dispatch, within 7 days for smaple and 15 days for
MOQ

 

Product Description

 

 Product name  aluminium tray for oven, aluminum sheet pan, cookie baking sheet

 Material  aluminum

 Size 400x600mm, 460x330mm, 460x660mm, 460x720mm, 600x800mm, and
more

 Surface  natural, non stick, perforated, corrugated

 Selling points

 High quality, fast shipping and skilled production.
 Baking tray manufacturer, many more baking tray types for choices.
 ODM & OEM service is welcomed. 
 There is always one baking tray for you. If not, Tsingbuy cookie baking
sheet manufacturer can custom manufacture.

 

 

 

Product Images

 

 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/aluminium-non-stick-perforated-baking-sheet-tray.html
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/small-aluminum-perforated-cookie-baking-sheet-tray.html
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/small-aluminum-perforated-cookie-baking-sheet-tray.html
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Our Services

 







 

FAQ

 

 

1. How about this baking sheet pan price?

Answer: pls kindly tell me your required size(length/width/height), we will recommend our
standard size here. It will need new tooling if it is the customized size
2. May i have a sample to confirm that is what I want?
Answer: we would like to offer charged sample, and usually it will take 3-5days, if nonstick-
coating, it will need 7days more.
3. Can you make custom tray?
Answer: we need to see your reference tray photo first, to make sure that we can reach
your workmanship requirements, and to make sure it need mould or not.
4. How about nonstick-coating, which is better, coating or without coating?
Answer: it depends on how you using, nonstickcoating can make sure that the bread non-
sticking during baking, if non-coating, you need to brush the tray with some oil before use.
5. How long you can delivery the  tray if I place the order?
Answer: for standard size, sometimes we can get from stock, if you customized size, it will
take 7-10days for less than300pcs(nonstickcoating will be 7days more), and 20-35days for
container quantity.
 

 


